STUDENTS START FASHION LINE
Two Lynn Students Come Together to Turn an Idea into Reality

Above: Two Lynn students from opposite ends of the Earth, Kevin Campbell, sophomore, and Omer Paracha, junior, have turned their mutual dream of creating their own unique fashion line into a reality. The clothing line is called Vintage Hero. LU Photos.

By LOUIS DAVIS
Photo Editor

There are times when two people from completely different places meet and unexpectedly realize they have more in common than they thought. This is what happened with Kevin Campbell, sophomore, and Omer Paracha, junior. Together, the students are opening an online clothing boutique called Vintage Hero.

Campbell, originally from Pompano Beach and Paracha, from Karachi, Pakistan, met through mutual friends. It was after a conversation with each other that they realized their idea could become a reality.

“We met through mutual friends and after a brief conversation, came to realize that we shared the same goals and ideals,” said Campbell. “We quickly formed a partnership and began working on establishing Vintage Hero.”

Although Vintage Hero has begun as an online clothing boutique, Paracha feels that it has the potential to expand.

“Vintage Hero is an online clothing boutique that doesn’t dress you, but is there to let you make a statement of who you are as a person,” said Paracha. “Our brand also wants to inspire and influence a generation to do what makes them unique as a person.”

The clothing line is run by both students, with Paracha providing the photography skills as well as contributing ideas to the business. Campbell is the general partner, as well as founder and head of operations.

“I organize everything from business meetings, to drafting contracts, to scheduling photo shoots, to managing stock and inventory,” said Campbell.

In preparation of their midnight website opening on May 1, a lot has been going on at Vintage Hero. The students have been working hard to set up their website, Vintagehero.us, and (Continued on page 2)
find a location for their business headquarters.

"We’ve registered the business with the State of Florida and with the IRS," said Campbell. "We ordered the first shipment of clothing and have been recruiting models to display clothing on the website."

On the opening day through May 8, Vintage Hero will be having a grand opening sale with a coupon for 20 percent off the first order. If buyers subscribe to their email list on the website, a $5 coupon will be issued off the first purchase.

Students can follow Vintage Hero on Twitter and Instagram @VintageHero for official updates, exclusive offers, special promotions and first dibs on new merchandise. Students can also like the official Facebook page.

**SUMMER BLOCKBUSTER SMASHES**

*The Summer of 2013 will be Jam Packed with Hot New Movie Releases*

By CHRISTINA BEATTY
Staff Writer

The best place to escape during the hot summer days is the movie theater, and with this summers line up, the selection has never been better.

The release of the third installment to one of the most popular Marvel comic franchises, “Iron Man,” will mark the beginning of the months movies. Tickets for “Iron Man 3,” airing May 3, sold out for four days after the release date in local movie theaters.

Subsequently, the stunningly shot adaptation of the popular book “The Great Gatsby,” is bound to be a major hit as well. The film score, produced by Jay-Z, features artists such as Fergie, Beyonce and Florence and the Machine.

Aside from musical talents, the movie also features a star-studded cast. Leonardo DiCaprio plays the primary role as Jay Gatsby, with Carrie Mulligan playing Daisy Buchanan. Additionally, Toby McGuire carries out the role of the stories narrator, Nick Carraway.

“All this promises an edgy contemporary movie about young people with big dreams,” wrote Peter Bart of Variety.com.

Other movies are set to be released the same month. These films include “Star Trek: Into Darkness,” “Fast and Furious 6,” “The Hangover Part III,” “After Earth” and “Now You See Me.”

The hilarious comedy, “This is the End,” starring James Franco, Seth Rogen, Jonah Hill, Jay Baruchel, Danny McBride and Craig Robinson will kick off the month of June. The actors play themselves, struggling for survival on the infamous doomsday of Dec. 12, 2012. The film also features appearances by comedian Kevin Hart, Emma Watson and Rihanna.

“Though their gross-out humor lacks the same shock it once packed, the jokes still feel fresh,” wrote Sean Czarnecki of michigandaily.com. “Rogen and Goldberg’s latest, perhaps most important thus far, is built on a fresh concept.”

The second superhero to be gracing the theater screens this summer will be the remake of the “Man of Steel,” expected to be a major box office hit. This will precede the release of a film following the true story of a group of girls who robbed houses of celebrities in Los Angeles called “The Bling Ring,” starring Emma Watson.

The month of June ends with the apocalyptic movie “World War Z,” starring Brad Pitt, as he tries to survive and protect his family in a world suddenly overrun by zombies.

July offers new releases such as “Despicable Me 2,” "Kevin Hart: Let Me Explain," “Grownups 2” and “The Wolverine.”

The last summer blockbusters come in August with “Percy Jackson: Sea of Monsters,” “Kick-Ass 2” and “The Immortal Instruments: City of Bones.”

These highly anticipated movies mark only a small percentage of what is to come this summer. Students should definitely make time to get to the big screen this break to check out some of the best releases of the year.
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iPulse Wishes the Best of Luck to Everyone as Exams Approach
COME MEET THE LYNN BUNCH
The Unique Group of Faculty, Staff and Students that Are Lynn

By RANECEA ELLIS
Staff Writer

The student population here at Lynn include a lively goal oriented and diverse bunch, the same characteristics are found in those that work behind the scenes to ensure the institution is able to function as smoothly as it does. From marketing, to faculty advisors, to the cleaning staff, to the security personnel, the chiefs and the maintenance workers, it takes a whole lot of individuality and sometimes added hours to run such a tight ship. Lynn prides itself for being a campus that allows students to flourish with little responsibility and in order for that to happen scenes to ensure that this happens.

"I love Lynn more than I thought I would, each day I learn something different..."
- Erik Costa, sophomore

Some of them have had to leave their families, while others made the decision to bring their families here just to fulfill their duties. The most important thing to a college student and definitely here at Lynn might be the choices there are to eat every day. The cafeteria staff always puts a smile on everyone's face while keeping a smile on theirs and continue to do the best that they can.

"I love the kitchen staff, they give me extra chicken," said Ashley Stubbs, sophomore.

(Continued on page 2)
Also, the maintenance staff that has to deal with some of the simplest complaints ever, and on the odd occasion the very bizarre ones is always helpful. On an academic level, students have complete access to professors and advisors who are more than willing to help. Then there are those that work behind the scenes to make events happen like the Final Presidential Debate, the fair that was held recently, pool parties and so much more in order for them to enjoy their time here as well. "I love Lynn more than I thought I would, each day I learn something different. I couldn’t have asked for a better school," said Erik Costa, sophomore. The experiences that all those that attend Lynn University are able to take advantage of are strategically thought out, and orchestrated with their best interest at heart. It takes patience, caring, enthusiastic, focused and a grounded group of individuals to do all of this. Lynn is overflowing with hidden gems, probably some of the best group of people you will ever come across in terms of faculty.

WE ARE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER
Student’s Thoughts on Lynn’s Dedicated Faculty and Staff Members

By NICOLE BERMAN
Staff Writer

Lynn University students have different classes and experiences with their professors and other members that work at school that help to build a diverse campus. Being a small school does not necessarily mean that we have a small amount of faculty and staff. The different majors each have their own group of faculty and staff. Having a wide variety of majors gives students at Lynn the chance to experience opportunities and make memories with a variety of staff and faculty members at school.

Lynn is a tight knit community and focuses on helping students succeed. Over the years it became clear that every student takes pride in a close relationship with professor or staff member. This helps make a group of men and women part of the Lynn family.

"My advisor Dr. Berger has always helped me with classes and makes sure that my classes work around my busy schedule being both a student and an athlete," said Paige Meggison, junior.

"Professor Kerker is passionate not only about her job as an educator but also about her students," said Shannon Anderson, freshman.

"Professor Kerker is passionate not only about her job as an educator but also about her students," said Shannon Anderson, freshman.

"Andrew Fabian who is one of the assistant baseball coaches here helped me transition from a different school to life here at Lynn since he also went here," said Peter Graffeo, junior.

"Freddy Glitman helped me transition from high school to college and made sure Lynn was the right school for me," said Donovan Christman, freshman.

"Professor Curtis makes class memorable, fun and worth going to on a daily basis," said Danielle McNeill, junior.

"Even though I didn’t go to many classes, Dr. Riedel makes an effort to show how much he cares about his students and their education," said Austin Bailey, junior.

These members of the Lynn staff provide students with a unique experience that they would be unable to obtain at another university. A hands on approach is something that Lynn was focused on in the past and is an aspect of the university that will continue in the future.
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LYNN AWARDS STUDENT ATHLETES
Athletes Attend Student Athlete Recognition Awards Show at the Wold

By CLARISSA MYATT
Staff Writer

Student athletes gathered at the Keth C. And Elaine Johnson Wold Performing Arts Center for the second annual Student Athlete Recognition Awards show recently, which commemorates Lynn's past and present athletes.

To start the night off, each team recognized the Most Valuable Player as well as Most Improved Player of the season.

"I am honored to be named most improved," said Morgan Glazer, freshman and MIP award recipient for swimming. "My whole team made vast improvements over this past season, I'd like to think that I represent 'those changes.'"

Kira Harvey along with Matt DiCerbo, women's basketball player and men's soccer player, respectively, were awarded Blue & White Players of the Year. The Blue & White Award is one of the top honors from athletics and recognizes one male and female senior athlete who excel at their sport.

Thalie Carmingniani, swimmer, took home another top honor of Newcomer of the Year.

The Scholar Athlete Award was awarded to two seniors who were seen as having the highest academic accomplishments while being an athlete. The winners were Joey Maxson, men's soccer player, and Kelsey Butler, women's soccer.

Not all of the awards have a serious tone. The Mr. and Mrs. Fighting Knight is an award that is given to one male and a female who embody the spirit of the school as well as athletics. Roberto Francioni, men's golf, and Tashina Bailey, women's basketball, won this award.

Anthony Boza, men's baseball, was one of the big winners of the night. He claimed the award for Best Game Performance when he hit three homeruns against a nationally ranked team and a game-winning walk off homerun.

His teammates Mike DiOrio, Jason Matusik and Kyle Radziewski received Play of the Year for their performance that was featured on ESPN's top plays of the day and week during the 2012 spring season.

Jack Winter of men's soccer received Best Championship Performance during the men's national championship game against Mercyhurst College.

For updates on athletics, visit: LynnFightingKnights.com and follow @LUKnights on Twitter and Instagram.
GIVING LYNN A REASON TO SMILE
Richardson Berneus Shares His Joy and Smiles With His Lynn Family

By JESSICA BEUGEN
Staff Writer

For Richardson Berneus, who many may recognize from the Lynn cafeteria, there is always a reason to smile.

Growing up with his single mom in Haiti and moving to America in his 20's helped Berneus find love, faith and happiness in all situations of his life. It also gave him a unique and inspiring perspective on life. His life goes beyond Lynn University, although he credits the college part of his success.

"I thank God I drove my friend to work here every day because I saw how much he loved it and as soon as there was an open spot, I applied," said Berneus. At Lynn many see his smile daily, but would be surprised how his life reads to an inspiring story.

Berneus met his wife at the age of 18; they fell in love and knew they would be together for eternity. Unfortunately his wife's father moved her to America leaving Berneus alone. "At the time I thought I lost everything," said Berneus. "But she kept her love for me and I did the same."

It was hard to be apart, Berneus smiles and talks about how he knew she was the one. When their first ever phone call turned into a six hour conversation, costing his entire paycheck, Berneus could see it was worth fighting for. After seven years, Berneus finally received his green card and at 29 and moved to America.

Soon after arriving in Florida Berneus got married, which showed that a long anticipated reunion of love could withstand the test of time. "If you know someone and you know what they can contribute to your life, don't let them go," said Berneus.

Moving to America, marrying the love of his life, and starting a family sounds like the American dream. Back in Haiti kids are told stories about the trees in America with money growing on them and that everyone who comes can make something of him or herself.

"It is true, what they told us, within 3 years of moving here I bought my own house," said Berneus. "But that was after sleeping in my car, working three jobs and thank God I made it." He attributes his success to God and the fact he never let go.

It is not surprising that Berneus's story of finding love, success and happiness in America inspired him to write a book. "Yes, I am writing a book called The Life of Both of Us" said Berneus. It is a story about growing up in the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere, finding love, being forced to separate and then reunite in the land where his dreams came true.

His dream was not accomplished alone. Berneus is a man of God and he established a non-denominations ministry in Haiti. The adversity he faced instigated him to direct his passion and gratitude into something productive.

Berneus is the Founder and President of the non-profit company called Rescapees International Ambassadors, which has the sole purpose to strengthen and revolutionize Christianity and promote spiritual development.

Looking at Berneus, one would never know that behind his smile and a daily word of inspiration is a survivor. He is a multifaceted man with a moving story.

To learn more about Berneus's mission visit, www.rescapees.com, or stop by the cafeteria; he is always caught wearing a smile and truth be told, it is contagious.

Above: Berneus along with his wife and daughter and in an internet ad for Rescapees. Staff photo/J. Beugen.
TURNER LEAVES AFTER 29 YEARS
Dean Of Students Retires After Nearly Three Decades of Service

By SAMUEL GUGGENHEIM
Staff Writer

After 29 years of service to Lynn University, Dean Paul Turner has ended an era of assistance to students and faculty while maintaining a unique calling.

Originally from Philadelphia, Turner began his career in Florida when a colleague suggested applying for a position at the Potomac High School. In August 1984, Turner became the athletic director for the school overseeing the sports programs. Five years later Turner became apart of The College of Boca Raton, now known as Lynn University, where he had the role of men’s basketball coach, Athletic Director and Dean of Students.

As an athletic director, Turner assisted Lynn in 20 national championships in men’s and women’s tennis, soccer and basketball. Aside from Turner’s athletic achievements, he assisted in founding the safe ride, Adirondack pre-orientation program for to-be freshmen and the Florida experience for international students who are accepted to Lynn University.

“23 years ago when safe ride began it was a relatively new program but we were almost pioneers in this situation,” said Dean Turner. “We had student workers and had a van to transport those who needed the assistance.”

“Somebody who has enjoyed his or her college experience, including loads of good friends, lots of opportunities, diversity within the student body that comes from all over the world, athletics, educational programs, where all of these reasons bring to mold what the student becomes when they walk across the stage and receive their degree,” said Dean Turner.

There are many moments that Turner holds close, but the one that remains highest of all comes from the weight brought from the Haitian earthquake.

“The year of the Haitian devastation was a horrific time for us,” said Dean Turner. “One of the most memorable moments in my career was going to the airport and picking up the students who survived.”

After Lynn, Dean Turner’s plans are to be met with new challenges and decisions, while the yearning continues to work with students in many different regards. The Lynn community will always remember his service and will look forward to his participation in the alumni weekends, Founders Day events, and other keystone traditions, “that I always want to be apart of,” said Turner.

LYNN HAS ITS GUARDIAN ANGEL
Patrick Pierre is Committed to The Safety of the Lynn Community

By VERONICA HAGGAR
Staff Writer

Patrick Pierre is known around the Lynn community as one of the friendliest men on campus, due to his easygoing nature, but when he is off work he is known simply as dad.

Before becoming a security patrol, Pierre used to work in the “G4S”, the main gate of the university. “They liked how I work so one day they came to me and asked me if I wanted to apply as a security patrol,” said Pierre. “I decided to take it.”

Pierre takes his role as a security patrol during night time. Working at night fits perfectly in his schedule because he dedicates his day time to his family, specially his children.

“As an athletic director, Turner assisted Lynn in 20 national championships in men’s and women’s tennis, soccer and basketball. Aside from Turner’s athletic achievements, he assisted in founding the safe ride, Adirondack pre-orientation program for to-be freshmen and the Florida experience for international students who are accepted to Lynn University. “23 years ago when safe ride began it was a relatively new program but we were almost pioneers in this situation,” said Dean Turner. “We had student workers and had a van to transport those who needed the assistance.”

“Somebody who has enjoyed his or her college experience, including loads of good friends, lots of opportunities, diversity within the student body that comes from all over the world, athletics, educational programs, where all of these reasons bring to mold what the student becomes when they walk across the stage and receive their degree,” said Dean Turner.

There are many moments that Turner holds close, but the one that remains highest of all comes from the weight brought from the Haitian earthquake.

“The year of the Haitian devastation was a horrific time for us,” said Dean Turner. “One of the most memorable moments in my career was going to the airport and picking up the students who survived.”

After Lynn, Dean Turner’s plans are to be met with new challenges and decisions, while the yearning continues to work with students in many different regards. The Lynn community will always remember his service and will look forward to his participation in the alumni weekends, Founders Day events, and other keystone traditions, “that I always want to be apart of,” said Turner.

“During the day I have time to take my kids to school, and them pick them up,” he said, father of six.

Pierre has been assigned the North side area of the university, which includes the residential areas, the parking lot and the pool. Since one of his main areas are the residences, he interacts a lot with the students who get together outside of the dorms at night or the ones coming back to the residences late at night.

Pierre has gotten to know many students who stay awake until late at night and has even learned many of their names. Students appreciate Pierre and the advice that he gives them in order to be good students and make their parents proud.

“Patrick is a good man,” said Shivane Ramani, freshman. “He explains what is wrong and what the right thing to do is.”

Pierre looks after the safety of the Lynn community, and is concerned about the well-being of the students.

“Students should take their education seriously,” he said.

“They should study while they’re young, set their degree, and set up their life.” Pierre confirms that he will be working for Lynn University for a very long time.

“I like it here,” said Pierre about Lynn University. “We are small and tight, we all know each other and it’s just right.”

Above: Dean Turner and student. LU photo.
Hamill Strives to Create a Whole New Vision to Lynn University

By JACKIE HELLET
Staff Writer

Taryn Hamill has been working at Lynn for five years and has accomplished as much, if not more, than an administrator can ever hope to in a career.

Hamill began working at Lynn straight after being a graduate assistant for the university. "I never wanted to leave," she said. "It's a family that I did not want to say bye to."

It seemed as though Lynn did not want Hamill to go either. She was offered a job post-graduation and it was a proposition she would never have refused. Today, Hamill's main responsibility is the campus tours that are available to the hopeful Lynn students and she sticks to a "personalization is the most important message we want to convey about Lynn," said Hamill. "During the tours, we put their names up on a few screens across campus to show them that they are recognized and important to the university."

Hamill was also mentioned in an article about Lynn University and the experience the campus brings in the New York Times, recently. After a 15-minute interview Hamill never thought that she would be mentioned in the article. "It was an amazing experience," she said. "I got the call right after the admitted student experience and couldn't think of a better time to talk about what Lynn offers."

Recently, Hamill was informed that she has won Employee of the Year at Lynn. "Nobody deserved the Employee of the Year as much," said Aura Cruz. "She works so hard all the time."

It is no mystery why she has earned such an honor, with the influential tours and the Admitted Students Experience, Hamill has done an incredible job.

"I've only been working at the university for three years," said Hamill. "To get such an award so soon in my career, I can't help but be excited for the years to come."

Dandeo, Head of The Fashion Department, Always has The Best Styles

By JANE GOLD
Staff Writer

Lisa Dandeo, head of the Lynn fashion department, shows up every day to her classes in an eye catching outfit that leaves students wondering where she got her clothes from. She is never afraid to share where she finds her secret steals which is why her style is worth admiring.

Dandeo shows up to classes with an amazing outfit that looks effortless, yet stylish. She is a true fashion guru that manages to incorporate affordable pieces into her look.

"Dr. Dandeo is always so stylish and clean," said Taylor Wolfe, sophomore. "What's great about her outfits is she always finds a good deal." She passed over a lot of her shopping wisdom to girls over January Term when she had a couponing class.

In her Apparel Industry class Dandeo mentioned her stylish steals at Dillards. "I went to the Dillard's outlet and bought nine dresses for a total of $80," said Dandeo. She also is fond of Marshalls and TJ Maxx.

She always dresses in style but comfort at the same time.

"I like the way Dr. Dandeo dresses," said Sabrina Pillay, sophomore. "She always keeps up with the latest trends."

Dandeo's passion for fashion is admiring and inspiring because she works so hard to make sure she puts everything together. Whether she is setting up the annual Lynn fashion show or Miami fashion week, it is evident that she puts in 100 percent effort to pull off everything in time.

"She invests so much time into fashion shows that aren't even Lynn's," said Jenny Samaa, sophomore. "She is a very hard worker and that is very inspiring."

Dr. Dandeo's style is stylish, inspiring and affordable.

Above: Professor Lisa Dandeo. Staff photo/J. Gold.
LYNN BECOMES A FAMILY AFFAIR
Grace Paulus and Her Father Are Key Fixtures on the Lynn Campus

By PHILTRINA FARQUHARSON
Staff Writer

Grace Paulus is a hard-working student employee who also has a parent that works on campus.

Paulus has been at Lynn for four years and will be graduating in December 2013 but during her time here she has made an impact throughout campus. In addition to working in the library since before enrolling as a student, Paulus has been extremely involved with different clubs and organizations, namely the National Broadcasting Society as club president.

One of her favorite activities is hosting a radio broadcast weekly on "Graceful Sounds Radio," Paulus is able to interview local bands and entertainers in the Boca Raton and South Florida area. In the future, she hopes to take this experience and apply it to the film industry but for now it is just a satisfying hobby.

Paulus, typically a reserved person, is humbled by the fact that her father is also part of the Lynn family. Her father, "Benny" Paulus has been working in maintenance for the university formore than 10 years.

"Having a parent on campus is nice but also we're both really busy and don't really interact with each other until we get home," said Paulus.

Those who know both Paulus' can see similar traits among father-daughter duo, including their happy disposition. A positive attitude and helpfulness runs in the family.

"People even say that not only do I look like him but we both have the same smile and personality," said Paulus.

"I first met Benny when I moved in," said Morgan Goldstein, freshman. "He was very helpful and nice. Now that I work with Grace at the library I can definitely see the family resemblance in regards to their cheerful attitude."

Previously, President Kevin M. Ross recognized Benny for his hard work and dedication to the university and he was named Employee of the Year in 2009.

Grace looks toward her father for inspiration and as a role model for her modest attitude and hard working abilities.

STUDENT SHARES LIFE AT LYNN
Mariana Castro Talks About Her Wonderful Experiences at Lynn

By SOFIA RUISECO
Staff Writer

Looking for a different experience and traveling abroad, Mariana Castro, a 20-year-old Colombian student, came to Lynn in the fall 2011.

Castro is majoring in international relations and has a minor in international business. She graduated from an International Baccalaureate school in Colombia and received credit for some classes she took in school.

Also, she stayed for summer school and is graduating on the spring of 2014.

Castro became a resident assistant because she has always enjoyed getting involved in school activities and helping people. She likes when students go to her for help though they don't go very often due to the fact that they are not [many] freshmen and do not need that much help anymore.

"I enjoy being an RA because I feel I can use my skills and help others," said Castro, junior.

Her job consists of assisting the residents of her building DeHoernle and being on duty once or twice a week. When international students need help she is more than happy to help them and make them feel comfortable, because she is also an international student and has also felt that way before.

Castro has a normal life outside of school. She has a lot of friends with which she hangs out on the weekend when she is not on duty. Whenever Castro is on duty she cannot go out or that does not interfere with her personal life.

"I hang out with my friends every weekend, sometimes if I am on duty they will come to my dorm and hang out there," said Castro.

Castro wants to go back to Colombia and work for the government when she graduates, using all the skills she learned living abroad and having the chance to make international connections with other students.

"In five years I see myself living in Bogota, working for the government, it has always been my dream job," said Castro.
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THERE IS BEAUTY IN MULTITASKING
Ashley Cacicedo is An Enthusiastic and Active Student on Campus

By JANE SILVER
Staff Writer

Cacicedo can often be found helping out with the Best Buddies program, leading a drama rehearsal or attending sorority meetings. In her free time she enjoys painting nails, hanging out with friends, canoeing and more.

Cacicedo selected her American studies major after winning a game of historical Jeopardy.

"I felt like it was a blessing in disguise that I won the game because this awarding experience led me to the conclusion that I wanted to pursue my passions in history," said Cacicedo.

After completing an American history major with a media, communications and politics minor, there will be many fields Cacicedo can pursue, such as political analyst and lobbyist.

Her drive and passion help her stick with activities that motivate her to complete all activities she engages in; this motivation is what keeps her involved on campus.

"Working with Best Buddies is something that I love to do because the kids are so pure and you can't find good hearted people like them anywhere, and it keeps me humble," said Cacicedo.

Cacicedo's interest in accomplishing a variety of different goals is what makes her an amazing student and role model on the Lynn University campus. She is always happy to help out with tours, Best Buddies or sorority events and fundraisers.

"My experience at Lynn has been a constant adventure, it is my priority to make the most of every day for the next few years."

Above: Ashley Cacicedo ready for a play. LU Photo.
The Boca Raton Experience

Students Give an Inside Look at Various Attractions in the City

By MEAGAN RICE
Editor-in-Chief

Many things that come to mind when thinking of Florida include water parks, beaches and pools, but there is so much more when exploring the Sunshine State.

As most would agree, one of the major attractions here in Boca is Mizner Park, a place where one can not only to shop, but also to walk dogs, see movies, visit the Boca Raton Museum of Art and even sit down at various restaurants as well as ice cream shops. It is one of the best places to relax and have a great day.

“I went to Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse recently for an awards banquet,” said Sara Sharrer, alum. “The food was delicious and I enjoyed seeing how Mizner has expanded.”

If looking for a more hands-on experience, visit Gumbo Limbo Nature Center. The center has more than 100,000 local and tourist visitors each year. In addition, there are many volunteer opportunities, which can be very rewarding, specifically for students interested in a future career in marine biology.

“I love seeing the turtles at Gumbo Limbo,” said Sharrer. “It is a nice place to sit and relax while learning about nature.”

Nature enthusiasts will also enjoy Red Reef, Spanish River as well as South Beach Park.

There is so much to do for the Lynn community this summer right in our neighborhood, from exploring nature to shopping and dining with friends and family.

For more information, visit the local chamber of commerce.
SAMPLE FOOD FIT FOR THE GODS

Visit Gyroville for Amazing Greek Food Easily Located on Glades Road

By CELESTE NASH
Staff Writer

Right: Lynn students enjoy healthy pita pocket sandwiches, gyros, salad and rice bowls from Gyroville, which is conveniently located in Glades Plaza.
Staff Photos/C. Nash.

THE NEW ECO FRO-YO IS A MUST-GO

Healthy and Eco Friendly Frozen Yogurt Makes for a Delicious Summer Treat

By LINDSAY KRAUSE
Staff Writer

Right: James Martin, student, celebrates Chelsea’s win over Benfica with pink lemonade, orange sorbet and tart flavored frozen yogurt from Eco Yogurt.
Staff Photos/L. Krause.
PANERA BAKES UP SWEET TREATS
Students Enjoy Panera’s Delicious Baked Goods During Study Breaks

By JON BURTIN
Staff Writer
Below: Panera Bread offers fresh baked goods in addition to their famous salads and soups. Staff Photos/ J. Burtin.

FIRE PIT FUN WITH LYNN STUDENTS
Lynn Students Gather in Gables Marbella for S’mores, Hotdogs and More

By SAM GUGGENHEIM
Staff Writer

Right: Brandon Varone, sophomore, prepares a portable fire pit along with Lynn friends to celebrate the start of summer. Staff Photos/ S. Guggenheim.
PUPPIES IMPORTED FROM HEAVEN

Visit Heavenly Puppies and Prepare to Fall in Love With a Furry Friend

By SARAH HIGGINS
Staff Writer

Right: Meagan Rice, junior, visits Heavenly Puppies, which is an all-inclusive dog store that sells well-trained puppies along with luxurious accessories, conveniently located off of Federal Highway near campus. Staff Photos/ S. Higgins.
Women’s Golf Dominates the Nationals and Brings Home the Second Title of the Year

By MORGAN GOLDSTEIN
Editor-in-Chief

Women’s golf wins the NCAA championship last week making this a year for the record book as the Fighting Knights earn two NCAA championships in one year.

Head coach Danny Randolph and the women’s team beat Sunshine State conference rival and four time NCAA consecutive champion, Nova Southeastern University, to win program’s the first national title in over 10 years.

The women fought hard for the lead at the LPGA International Legends course, in Daytona, FL, and were able to claim the win with the help of great plays by Louise Manalo, Samantha Smolen and Ellen Chambers.

“The ultimate team we had to beat was Nova,” said Randolph, who earned his 50 tournament victory was a coach earlier in the season. “It makes it sweeter, knowing that you beat the best to win it.”

Randolph’s advice for the women was “to finish really strong if we want to be national champs.” The Blue and White did just that and virtually wrapped up a win on the 18 hole after a shot by Manalo, sophomore.

“I am very proud of my team,” described Manalo to lynnfighting-knights.com. “Feels well deserved because it was a group effort to get us here and helped us win.”

(Continued on page 2)
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We all have each other's backs and that's what being a team is all about.”

The Fighting Knights capped off the victory and beat second placed Nova Southeastern by three strokes and earned a combined 1,187 for the tournament. Nova finished with a score of 1,190 and Barry University rounded out the top three with 1,194.

Women’s golf now has a perfect 4-0 record at the LPGA International Legends course for the season.

The Fighting Knights had another major milestone this year by winning the South Region Crown for the first time in program history. Randolph describes this accomplishment as one of the best in this career.

The women’s golf team performed well under pressure and were able to put the golf program back under national spotlight.

“This was a tremendous experience. And obviously great for our school and program,” said Randolph about the championship victory.

For more information about the women’s golf, visit: lynnfightingknight.com.

ARCHERY: HITTING THE BULLSEYE

Archery Proves to Be a Fun Sport and Hobby for Many Action Movie Fans

By JON BURTIN

Staff Writer

Located at 10026 Spanish Isles Blvd, Palm Beach Archery has been training people into dead-eye archers with their highly qualified staff and top of the line equipment.

The lost art of archery has had a sudden revival in pop culture lately. Video games such as Tomb Raider and movies like The Hunger Games; where protagonist Katniss Everdeen wields a bow to fight for survival have been the reason many people solely interested in the sport of archery have now opted to sign up for lessons.

Jen Hardy an instructor for Palm Beach Archery commented, “It’s funny you wouldn’t believe how many little girls come in here telling me “I want to be like Katniss Everdeen! It’s just great to see kids so interested in archery.”

Hardy of Palm Beach Archery has racked up an immense amount of accolades, including a win in the 2012 Sunshine State Games in Jacksonville, and placing third in National competition.

He has been teaching at Palm Beach Archery for little over a year, and has bestowed her archery prowess to any of those willing enough to pick up a bow. Which they will supply you, none of the equipment needed to shoot is required by the customer to bring.

The instructors actually recommend taking a few lessons before purchasing a bow to get an accurate feel as to which style the shooter prefers.

With the aftershock of The Hunger Games, and the sequel Catching Fire still bringing in the sport of archery to Palm Beach Archery. Business has been booming and with such a professional staff they are ready willing and able to make them satisfied customers along with proficient archers.

Though pop culture may be how many people are brought to Palm Beach Archery’s door, but it’s the fantastic service that always brings them back.

For more information on this fun sport and archery lessons, visit palmbeacharchery.com

Above: Practicing archery at the range at Palm Beach Archery in Boca. Stock Photos.
ULTIMATE SANDWICH FACE-OFF

Two Sub and Hoagie Sandwich Joints Go Head-To-Head on a Daily Basis

By SAMUEL GUGGENHEIM
Staff Writer

Two pioneers of sandwich making, Jersey Mikes and Laspa­das, go head-to-head in a war of who has the better sub for the cheaper buck in the Boca area.

Opening in 1959, John Laspada started the franchise claiming that he had “the best [sandwiches] in town”. Today, this motto holds strong in all sandwiches they create whether it is a monster with ham, roast beef and fresh turkey or the simple veggie hoagie. “Laspa­das is the benchmark for anyone who eats cold-cut sandwiches,” said Cary Wohl, junior. “I wouldn’t eat anywhere else.”

On the other end of the sandwich scale is Jersey Mikes, which has a plethora of locations throughout Boca Raton. Their sandwiches come in many different forms and most are considerably cheaper than the Laspa­das counterpart, however, in terms of sandwiches size does matter.

“I love Jersey Mikes for their great student discounts, where all you need is a school ID to get a lower price on a sub,” said Alexander Haigney, sophomore.

There are three sandwich sizes available at Jersey Mikes, consisting of the mini, regular and the giant. The mini is 4 1/2 inches, while the regular size is 7 1/2 inches. The giant is a whopping 15 inches long. The price range for these subs go from $4.35 to $11.95 and are typically cold-cut sandwiches.

The sizes at Laspa­das are very simple, there is only small and large. The ladder is 12 inches, and the smaller equivalent is 8 inches. The prices vary from $4.35 and $11.15. Unfortunately, there is not a student discount at the moment.

“Las­pas­da­s is my go-to, I could care less about the discounts and higher price because the food is so darn good,” said Su­sanna Lejeune, fresh­man. In terms of aesthetics, Jersey Mikes has a more commercialized look where you have a chain-franchise feel in every location. Laspa­das is more of a home-style feel to it from their sandwich assembly line to the basic décor that is prominent in every location.

When it all boils down, it is based on personal choice and taste.

Above: Jersey Mike’s is located in the Shoppes at Blue Lake and Laspa­das Hoagies in the Commons Town Center / S. Guggenheim.
WAR DECLARED: FRENCH FRIES
Students Share Their Opinions on McDonald's and Wendy's Fries

By SARAH HIGGINS
Staff Writer

Lynn University Alumni and other college graduates were asked to make a choice between the French fries at McDonalds or Wendy's.

"Wendy's is healthier, however I prefer McDonalds French fries," said Tova Brown, Lynn Alum. "Even though they are not real fries they are actually mashed potatoes that are fried."

McDonalds French fries are fried in separate oils and separate temperatures. They are fried separate from the other breaded items on the menu, such as the six piece chicken nugget. By frying the fries separate this makes for an ideal situation for someone who has a food allergy such as gluten.


Wendy's take pride in being the healthier fast food joint. Their fries have less salt and are similar to higher quality French fries that you would find at a normal sit down restaurant. In addition to French fries they have options such as fresh lemonade.

"My father owns a McDonald's in New York, so I always had unlimited McDonalds French fries at the palm of my hands," said Ashley Siena, college graduate. "However I always had to sneak behind my fathers back to eat Wendy's, I always felt their fries tasted better."

The one difference between McDonalds and Wendy's is McDonalds is open for 24 hours and Wendy's is only open until 1 a.m. Wendy's may have better French fries but for many, it usually comes down to convenience, making McDonald's a fast choice.

"I just love McDonald's," said Yaritza Luciano, sophomore. "I eat it all the time, it has always been a favorite of mine. I like Wendy's too but most of the time when I feel like eating fast food McDonald's always comes to mind first. I guess it's the advertisement of it."

Like Luciano, there are quite a few who enjoy both fast food joints, but it all depends on favorites and advertising. Above: Delicious French fries from McDonald's and Wendy's fast food chains. Stock Photos.
Movie Review

MARVEL: CAUGHT IN THE ACTION

A Review of the Film, "Iron Man 3", Released in Theaters May 3

By SOLANA SINCLAIR
Staff Writer

Marvel's Iron Man 3 flooded box offices opening night and throughout the weekend as devoted fans came out to support the franchise, earning $35.2 million in its third week, bringing the film to $337 million domestically.

Robert Downey Jr.'s third installment in the franchise hit the $1 billion mark at the end of last week and is well on its way to earning $1.5 billion.

When Downey Jr. finds his personal world destroyed at his enemy's hands, he embarks on a harrowing quest to find those responsible.

This journey, at every turn, will test his mettle. As he fights his way back, Stark discovers the answer to the question that has secretly haunted him: does the man make the suit or does the suit make the man?

Between the amazing graphics, the actors and the overall action packed scenes Iron Man 3 had the audience hooked from start to finish. Downey Jr. brings something different to the screen with each installment with his witty and charismatic personality that could make this installment his best work to date.

The big question is, what makes Iron man 3 different from the rest?

"I thought it had more action than the first two," said Kendra Jones, Lynn student.

The action is what seemed to capture the minds and hearts of the viewers as they sat and watched the latest installment in the Iron man Franchise.

Some people may not have had the same exhilarating feeling while watching the movie throughout all its action, comedy and romance.

"I enjoyed the part when Pepper got saved by Iron Man as she was falling off the cliff," said Kellyn Nellthorp, senior. "The connection between her and Iron Man is so cute."

Iron Man 3 might not have been everyone's favorite installment, but there was definitely more positive feedback than bad, this movie comes highly recommended to anyone who has not seen it yet.

Above: Iron Man 3, which had much anticipation, was released on May 3. Stock Photos.
"LEND A PAW" TO ANIMALS IN NEED
Local Pet Store Holds Event to Raise Money to Help Pay for Pets at Shelters

By AMANDA BROWER
Staff Writer

In late April, Club Bow Wow Resort held a charity event, called Lend a Paw, in order to fundraise for their pets and raise awareness for homeless animals that make great adoptive pets.

Fundraising is especially important for animal shelters because of all the expenses that the animals have.

“All proceeds from the event go to the animal’s food, vet bills and shelter that we are not able to adopt out yet,” said Jessica Wein, senior.

Lend a Paw was hosted at the Dubliner, an Irish pub located in the heart of Mizner Park. The event started at 5:30 p.m. and lasted a few hours so people and their pets had plenty of time to give back to the animal community and have fun.

“I though the whole idea of the fundraiser was great and had an amazing purpose, not to mention I met some really cool people,” said Gabrielle Glen, sophomore.

The event had a $10 entry fee which included drinks and appetizers as well as “doggy massages”. Lend a Paw held an action in which multiple gifts, including dog toys, spa kit, chewable and Club Bow Wow gift cards.

“This event was a great way to raise awareness and a fun way for pet lovers to get together and celebrate a mutual cause,” said Cheryl Gorman, Club Bow Wow’s co-owner. “It is better to adopt then go to a puppy store; there are a lot of sweet loving animals that will make a perfect addition to a family.”

Overall Lend a Paw was a success and raised over $550. Even if the attendees were not able to take one of these loving animals in, they were able to support them.

DUNKIN’ DONUTS OR STARBUCKS
Latte Battle Lines are Drawn by Two Popular Coffee Giants in the Boca Area

By DAVID RAHN
Staff Writer

Starbucks Coffee and Dunkin Donuts serve lattes everyday in Boca Raton, especially Lynn University students craving caffeine and delicious coffee.

Today, the options for coffee houses are endless, but two of the most popular places to get coffee are Starbucks Coffee and Dunkin Donuts. Both franchises offer superior roasted coffee in a variety of different styles, sizes, and can cater to the customer’s personal coffee preferences.

Barnard University Graduate Margaret Ann Kaminski, enjoys lattes so much, she created the mantra.

“[Lattes] help me keep my balance while wearing heels.”

A latte is a delightfully orchestrated mixture of hot, frothy milk and strong, but flavorful espresso. At Starbucks, many find their lattes are foamy yet bold in flavor. Dana Swidler, a law clerk finds, “Starbucks has the perfect foam to espresso ratio.”

According to Starbucks procedure, a latte is made by pouring shots of espresso directly into the cup. Then, steamed milk is poured in and finally, the drink is topped with a spoonful of foam. On the other hand the latte at Dunkin Donuts has a mild and non-bitter coffee taste.

Lynn University Senior Alyssa Jacobson prefers the Dunkin Donuts latte. “The Dunkin Donut’s latte tastes smoother and lighter than Starbucks, plus it goes great with one of their blueberry muffins,” she said.

Though everyone has their own personal tastes, the latte battle lines are drawn depending where one lives in the United States. Kaminski grew much more popular than Dunkin Donuts.

Both brands love the customers they serve and are constantly growing to ensure that their customers get their daily latte fix.
Freshman basketball player, Dante Scholl, has a tightly packed agenda with training, schoolwork and making time for family and friends. "The life of an athlete is different," said Scholl. "Our priorities are different compared to a regular student."

Every day, Scholl has a set routine. He eats a light and healthy breakfast, then goes off to practice at Lynn’s Count and Countess De Hoernle Sports and Cultural Center at noon. Once coach Price dismisses practice at around 2:45 p.m., Scholl heads home. Every day at 4 p.m. he leaves for phase two of his summer training: the weight room. He works out for one-hour on all aspects of his strength. “Other students have a choice of whether or not they want to stay in shape. For my teammates and I, it’s our responsibility to stay in shape. It’s so important that I’m always in the weight room maintaining a strong healthy body, and preparing for the grind of next season,” said Scholl.

After a long year and a grueling basketball season, Scholl believes it's crucial to carve out time for the people closest to him. “My family and friends helped me get to where I am today, being around them whenever I can helps me stay grounded and humble,” said Scholl.

During free time, he enjoys playing video games or going out with his friends, sometimes even more basketball. “Playing video games or just watching a movie is something that helps me relax. It’s summer, so even though I’m still working hard on the court, I tend to have a lot of free time. I use this time to relax and let my body recover for the next day,” said Scholl.

Above: A hard working day in the life of freshman basketball player, Dante Scholl, who also finds some time to relax with friends. Stock Photos.
EATING AT CHEESECAKE FACTORY
Students Flock to the Famous Restaurant Chain for Lunch, Dinner or Dessert

By CHRIS DARKEN
Staff Writer

Many students enjoy spending time off campus and eating at different restaurants in the area. A popular spot to find students is the Cheesecake Factory located in Town Center Mall, off of Glades Road.

The restaurant was very busy as soon as I entered, which is almost always a good sign about the quality of the food. The other Lynn student who accompanied me and I were quickly seated at a nice table, although it was close to the other diners. The amount of people around us generated a lot of noise, but we could still hear each other so it was not too bad. We were introduced to our charming waiter, who was very helpful throughout our meal. I was able to order water with their famous bread, both of which came very timely.

The portions were larger than expected, which explains their price, and customers should plan accordingly. I ordered a caesar salad and was unable to eat all of the salad.

For dessert I selected a white chocolate and raspberry truffle cheesecake for dessert, which I was able to eat entirely. The coffee I ordered was not the greatest, which takes points away because I enjoy coffee after a good meal.

For their menu items visit: thecheesecakefactory.com.